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Welcome to my annual report for 2013. The past three years it’s become a 
tradition that I look back on my year, reflect and debrief with myself and then 
publish a little report with some of these reflections. 

Every year I try to ask myself, why am I doing this? Why spend time debriefing? 
Why spend time sharing it? It’s a way for me to share a little bit of my world and 
what’s going on inside my head. It’s written to my family and close friends, but 
it’s available to anyone who is interested. However, this year I realized that I had 
become a little too focused on the sharing element, and I felt that I put a lot of 
pressure on myself to produce an amazing report. I wanted to write a story to 
someone else, and had somehow forgotten the value of splitting the process in 
two and simply debriefing with myself first and then writing a report later.  

There are two main themes that seem to have been particularly important for me 
this year: personal growth and paradoxes. 

Personal growth includes all my worries and fears and obstacles and challenges 
to overcome and grow through. Personal growth is also about a continual strive 
for ever more freedom. Freedom of expression. Freedom of mind and body. 
Freedom from dogma. And personal growth is a perspective that helps me go 
beyond success or failure. What looks and feels like failure becomes a challenge 
to overcome. An opportunity to grow. This leads me to meaning and happiness. 

Personal growth 
& Paradox



Paradox for me, is about all the things that seem self contradictory. When I 
do things that to me feel so ultimately selfish it seems to also do the most for 
other people. When I bake bread it is entirely for me. I baked the bread I want 
to eat. The only reason I bake more than I can eat on my own is because I enjoy 
the baking process more when I work with larger quantities. Paradox, is when 
I ask myself “what is enough?” and I realize that I already have enough – I am 
enough. Enough love. Enough freedom. Enough money. And at the same time 
I know that I never have enough. And that I never will have enough. And that 
this is a good thing because it drives me do continue to grow. Always enough 
and never enough somehow coexist in my life. I can also be afraid of failure and 
equally afraid of too much success. I can be afraid of failure and at the same 
time (sometimes) feel completely at ease with it and just sit. I can be afraid of 
too much success and yet pursue it relentlessly. Having good routines and 
habits seem to liberate me yet they also can become prisons of my mind. I make 
routines. Keep them. Break them. And it all makes perfect sense to me without 
making much sense at all. 

Welcome to my world. 
Mathias

Self portrait
November 2013



An interface 
to my mind.

Working at AP Café 
Brooklyn, NY
November, 2013









I was confronted 
with my former 
life as a fine art 
photographer.

My friend Bjørn has this photo 
hanging in his living room. 
Turner Rode The F-train. 
From Signs Of Time (2010)





One of the books that has most significantly shaped my thinking this year is 
Illusions by Richard Bach. I have not met many people who have even heard 
about it, let alone read it. Some people have, however, heard about Jonathan 
Livingston Seagull, Richard Bach’s first book, which topped the New York Times 
best seller list for 38 weeks in 1972. While I really liked Jonathan Livingston 
Seagull, which I read in 2011, I found Illusions to be even more profound. The 
story is about a man who meets a retired messiah. The ex-messiah had gotten 
tired of all the crowds that would inevitably form whenever he performed any 
of his wonders. I love this setup because it so radically flips our reality around. 
It’s easy for me to think that if I just had magic powers and could help everyone, 
then there would be no more struggle, and all would become great. But at least 
for Donald, the ex-messiah, the crowds become too much and I find myself in 
sympathy with him. Maybe it’s similar for the modern day celebrities–Beyonce 
and Jay-Z come to mind–that they seem to be able to do some form of magic 
and they become enormously successful, but the success comes with the price 
of never being able to be let alone. Imagine having lost the opportunity to simply 
walk down the street without worrying if anyone will see you. This is something I 
treasure! I’m not saying I will stop striving for success–that’s not the point at all. 
But it reminds me that there’s no point for me in thinking that life will be better if I 
was more successful. Then other struggles and limitation simply arise. And that’s 
a good thing. 

But back to the actual book. Through the encounter with the ex-messiah, the 
narrator learns about the world and how the messiah does his wonders. The 
main lesson that Donald teaches in the story is that life is not much different 
from a movie–it can be entertaining and engaging and it’s easy to get very 
caught up in the emotional drama–but like a movie, it is all just an illusion. One 
that feels very real. If it is a good movie, the illusion can be quite worthwhile. 
But nonetheless, an illusion. This implies that we always have complete freedom 
of choice in a very radical way. We can choose to watch our life/movie, but we 
can also learn to look through the illusion. We don’t have to watch if it’s a horror 
movie that is playing. We don’t have to get caught up in the emotional drama 
all the time. We can believe in one truth, e.g. God or maybe science. Or we can 
choose to accept many different truths. We can engage in endless debate about 
which truth is more right than another. Or we can let them coexist. 
I’m still wrapping my head around this and what it means for how I live my own 
life, and I’m not done yet. But I want to share two examples of what I have done 
in order to bring this perspective into my life. 

Illusions & fatherhood



“I find that I am 
growing more whole 
and strong and 
amazing as a man, 
husband and father. 
Every single day.”



One day I went to a little park close to our home and I sat down on a bench with 
a notebook. I split my page into two columns by folding the paper down the 
center. In the left column I wrote “illusions” and in the right I wrote “My world”. 
And then I picked a phenomenon of this world: rain, and I wrote how most 
people seem to believe that rain works: something with clouds and vaporization 
and cold and hot air. I wrote this in the left column–as if this is merely an 
illusion. I’m not saying that it IS an illusion, but on that day I at least allowed it to 
potentially be just an illusion, just as Donald taught the narrator in the book. Then 
in the right column I wrote my own version of how rain happens. I want to believe 
that it would be possible for me to make it rain by sheer willpower. I tried for a 
while, without ever getting more than a very slight drizzle going, but I felt that 
it was a good start. I added to my belief that it does take practice for anyone to 
make rain by will. That made it more believable. 
Then I continued with other phenomena. Airplanes. What if they are living 
creatures? Money. What if money is not actually scarce? Sitting up straight. I 
don’t think that merely writing out these things as illusions and writing my own 
chosen belief makes this true. I still act as if rain is a scientifically predictable 
phenomena whenever I check the weather forecast. I still end up worrying about 
running out of money. I think the next step will be to implement these beliefs and 
begin acting on them as if they are real, until they feel more real than what others 
believe. I know that this may sound like silly nonsense to you. When I tell people 
about it, I am often met with blank stares. If the above made no sense, you may 
also not like the book so much. 

Another example of how I am trying to implement this illusion/belief-choice 
mindset in my life, is in how I finally felt ready to become a father. This happened 
before I read Illusions, but it’s easy to explain what I did using the language from 
the book. Here’s what happened: For a long time my wife talked about having 
kids and I knew that I wanted kids but I didn’t feel ready just yet. However, I also 
didn’t know why I wasn’t feeling ready or when it might change. First I realized 
that if I ever were to get ready I would have to find out exactly why I wasn’t 
ready. What was holding me back? I realized that I would have to dedicate 
time and effort to answer this question. I did. This is what I found: one of my 
highest priorities in life is my work. Through my work I grow and develop myself. 
I become better, stronger and more successful in whatever way I find most 
meaningful. Some people call this ‘career’. Having kids looked like a detour from 
this. An obstacle. A delay. And I wasn’t ready to take a detour away from what 
feels like one of my highest senses of purpose. 

Second, I realized that I would only be ready to have kids if I could either change 
my priorities or change my understanding of kids as a detour from success and 
career. My priorities felt extremely grounded in my deepest sense of self, but  
my understanding of ‘kids as a detour’ might simply be an illusion. What if I  
could change this illusion and replace it with something else? Another illusion? 
Which one? 



Third step happened a few months later: I realized that one of the biggest 
obstacle in career was my own lack of self-confidence. What could I do to build 
confidence? Maybe I could run a marathon or climb mount Everest. And then it 
dawned on me: becoming a father might take a lot of time and effort (away from 
career–just like running a marathon or climbing Everest), but it also seemed to 
be one of those life transforming experiences that turn boys into men, because 
there is no quitting. The only thing that was holding me back was fear, and I 
decided that I would no longer let my life be limited by fear. Within minutes I 
felt my mind turning upside down. Suddenly what before was a ‘kids detour’ in 
my mind suddenly looked like an express way to confidence. Having kids was 
suddenly a potential boost to success, growth and work. Without fully realizing 
it, I had managed to reprogram my mind. I had let one illusion go and replaced 
it with another one. My world looked different. And I was ready to start a family. 
This was August 14th 2012. A few months later my wife was pregnant and on 
July 31st 2013 she gave birth to our beautiful boy Noah. I don’t think it matters 
if kids are in fact a detour from career and success or if kids are an express way 
to confidence and personal growth. What matters to me is that I was able to 
consciously choose a different version of reality–a different movie if you will–one 
that included a family. And now I live and act that way. The illusion feels real. Is 
it easy? Not at all. Being is father has been immensely challenging for me and I 
don’t expect that to change. But through these constantly escalating challenges 
of sleep deprivation, making money, finding focus and inner calm, staying 
physically active (getting up 5:30 to find time for that morning run), eating 
properly, boredom (yes, it can be immensely boring), I find that I am 
growing more whole and strong and amazing as a man, husband and father. 
Every single day. And at a pace that makes my dreams of climbing Everest 
seem so narrow minded. 



This is my father. 
He has taught me a 
lot by how he lives 
his own life. 

Mogens Vestergaard Thrana 
Lighthouse
Brooklyn, NY
July 12th, 2013



One thing prospective fathers should not worry about (in my 
opinion) is the diaper change. Why? For a masculine man 
it is a clear problem with an obvious solution: a rehearsed 
and efficient procedure with unambiguous feedback and 
immediate punishments of mistakes – something in which 
a sense of flow and skill, mastery even – will quickly lead to 
an innate satisfaction once the job has been successfully 
completed. Changing diapers in challenging circumstances 
(tiny public bathrooms etc.) simply adds depth to the practice 
and the joy of mastery. That’s all 

Facebook update, fall 2013. 



Brands

A few of my client & media engagements in 2013



Collaboration with 
other people.

Client session with Hyper Island
New York, NY
May 29th, 2013



Lego jet

Last year I showed drawing 
of how I wanted to build a 
Gulfstream jet in LEGO. This year 
I built it. It’s about a meter long. 
The drawing is on p. 11 in my 
report from 2012. 



This year I have often 
found myself feeling lost, 
confused and scared. 
Afraid about the future. 
Unsure if I’m on the right 
path. If I’m doing the 
right thing. This place 
has a name. 

The Wilderness. 





My body shaking. “I really look forward to look back on this!” I’m thinking to 
myself. Panic. I can’t shake this fear and now it is threatening to ruin my ability to 
work tomorrow. Spiral out of control. I can’t breathe. Can’t cry. I want to scream. 
Loud. But my mouth is silent while my mind shatters. 

Until I finally recognize it. The wilderness. I’ve not been here before but I’ve 
been in the Wilderness. It doesn’t help to run in panic. Best is to calm down. 
I’m growing right now. Stronger. Sharper. This is the most valuable thing, even 
though it is so uncomfortable. All my fears are here. Tax. Money. Rent. The future. 
Listen to them. Feel them in my body. Fear of not being good enough. Not being 
able to take care of myself or anyone else. That I’m living in a fantasy where I 
will be rich and happy and without the struggle. But what about everyone else? 
I’m here to make a difference with my humanity. So let me start with myself as 
a human. To sit here in the darkness. Alone. Let me live through this experience 
fully alive. Maximizing my chance to grow. To feel. To be. 

From my notebook.
January 17th, 2013. 











Another book that really changed me this year was Brene Brown’s Daring Greatly. 
She researches what it means to be vulnerable as a human. I watched her wildly 
popular TED talk a few years ago but never understood what she meant. It 
seemed interesting but I was unable to apply it to my own life. Reading the book 
finally gave me the details and context I needed to understand. Here’s what I 
learned. 

The story begins before I had read the book. In early 2013 I was asked to do 
some work with a couple of friends on the west coast. They flew me out there 
and we began working, collaborating, discussing. During a break it suddenly 
hit me really hard: I’m living my biggest dream right now. My biggest dream is 
essentially happening right in this moment. Doing the work I love, with people I 
love, and flying on an airplane to get there. It was so overwhelming and I heard 
myself breathing weirdly, panting a bit, almost crying. I had stepped outside so I 
was alone when it happened. It was amazing. And so I made a choice: I wanted 
to share this experience with the others–knowing that just telling them about it 
would probably make me quite emotional again. I didn’t care. I was so happy and 
grateful to them for bringing me into this project. I was a bit afraid of what might 
happen, but I had already made up my mind. 

When we reconvened I said I wanted to share something. And I even asked that 
they turn on the video recorder that we had been using to document some of 
our conversations. And then I did it. I told them about it. I really felt vulnerable 
and open and I cried. But the response I got was mostly just a blank stare. The 
next was a bit of a blur. I’m not sure how we actually moved on but we just sort 
of went back to work. It was so awkward and I just tried to put it behind me. I 
couldn’t figure out what had happened. What had I done wrong? Had I violated 
some unwritten rule? I was frankly quite ashamed of the incident and I didn’t dare 
to bring it up with any of the others. It kept coming back to me a few times, but 
eventually it slid to the back of my mind.
 
Until I read Daring Greatly and learned that what I had done was probably not 
actual vulnerability but simply an act of over sharing. Over sharing is when 
someone almost forces a conversation into a territory where you normally need 
much more accumulated trust before you can go. It’s like telling a random 
stranger about your most intimate body issues or whatever else there can be 
shame in. I had seemingly misunderstood the level of trust in the room or maybe 

Daring Greatly



I thought that I could rapidly build trust by throwing myself head first and share 
such an intimate experience. Reading all this and understanding, of course made 
me even more ashamed of my mistake. How could I be so stupid? Why did I have 
to make the thing about me (by focusing on my personal experience instead of 
the project I had been invited to help them with)? Why had I not read the book 
just six months earlier? Then all of this could have been prevented. But it did 
happen. 

Luckily I also learned from the book that each time I’m ashamed of something 
it can actually be an opportunity to grow more resilient to shame, if I can 
overcome it and deal with it. And when one of my friends from the project 
reached out and asked me if I wanted to properly debrief the whole thing, I built 
up the courage to say yes, and we setup a phone call. I was still too ashamed to 
bring it up myself, and the phone call was cut short because I was boarding an 
airplane, but we resumed the conversation the following week and I was finally 
ready to bring up the incident. Man! It wasn’t easy, but once we started talking 
it wasn’t so bad. And now that I’m writing about it here, it feels quite alright. I’m 
proud that I made a big mistake (if I hadn’t shared my experience and caused the 
awkward incident I wouldn’t have learned this lesson so well) and I’m even more 
proud that I managed to work up enough courage to deal with the shame after.   



These sculptures 
at Tate Modern 
made me cry. 



In 2013 I finally feel that I nailed my new personal brand. After having worked 
as Mathias Vestergaard Corp. for about four years, mostly in Denmark, I had 
begun to shift towards using the phrase Ideas Are Nothing. For a while I used 
ideasarenothing.com and I was tweeting as @ideasarenothing. When I finally 
established my business this year it was as Ideas Are Nothing LLC. I thought 
that was it. But my friend Nico kept telling me that it wasn’t quite clear enough 
and eventually I realized that he was right. He suggested that I should do 
something around thinking clearly and eventually the imperative Think Clearly 
emerged. I got www.thnkclrly.com and moved my social media to @thnkclrly. 
And I worked with the most incredible Peter Sunna to begin hatching out a 
visual identity to fit with it. 



How to slice 
an idea for a 
book about 
leadership with 
@leadershipabc



Paper by FiftyThree
I love my notebooks and pens. It’s the most flexible, unobtrusive and enjoyable 
interface for my mind. The joy I get from working with my mind on a piece of 
paper, so far surpasses the experience of any computer or device I have tried. 
However, when FiftyThree, the company who built the multiple award winning 
Paper app for the iPad, asked me if I wanted to experiment with their software, 
I decided to put my device scepticism on hold and jumped in. My notebooks 
remain, but it is the most enjoyable piece of software I have used. On this page 
you can see a remake of one of my newsletters, adapted to four slides. 



There are many things in my life 
that I am proud of. However, my 
perhaps proudest moment this 
year was when a person I had 
only just met the same morning 
described me as being “filled 
with kindness and light”. Knowing 
that at least one person saw me 
like this makes me really proud of 
who I am and how I am and less 
concerned with what I do or how 
successful I am. 



Your friends 
will know you 
better in the 
first minute you 
meet than your 
acquaintances 
will know you in a 
thousand years. 

From Illusions, Richard Bach





Poems



It’s better to write
poems that suck than
to not write any
at all

Untitled poem
New York, NY
April 10th, 2013



What if I’ve been all wrong? 
All wrong about everything all along?
Well, someone has to be. 
Maybe that’s me. 

What if, poem
New York, NY
April 10th, 2013



Afraid to spend
Over budget
Not taking proper care of myself 
Is there not enough?
In what perspective is anything
better for anyone
by my suffering?
My self-inflicting misery. 
Ask father nature and he will answer
Abundance. Abundance of
Everything—Love, money, resources
Nature’s way is abundant
Ask the waterfall
The tree–the ant
Ask the sun and the stars
Abundance of joy
Abundance of danger
Abundance of challenge
Time.
I notice the scarcity in me
The smaller tip
The diminishing joy of eating 
something that feels too expensive
And it overflows into other parts
Scarcity of skills
Am I even questioning my own worth?
What is my value? 
Unlimited by exchange
Released from relative
Real and unrealized
Absolute and abundant 
Human—Nature

Untitled poem
New York, NY
April 10th, 2013



We sit next to each other
at Roasting Plant reading
Nico and I
We had coffee – his treat
It’s grey and overcast
We get up and leave
walking across town talking
It dawns
on me that this is my
life right here in the
streets of New York City
My home
overwhelmed with joy
feeling lucky and appreciating
that I get to be me
walking the 23 minute path
to Gramercy Park East
The mundane and the extraordinaire
with all my suspended worries
co-existing with a deep sense 
of knowing
everything is going to be ok

Home, poem
New York, NY
Mar 31st, 2013



Books I have enjoyed in 2013
—

The Island at the Center of the 
World, Russell Shorto

The Amazing Adventures of 
Kavalier & Clay, Michael Chabon

The Prince, Niccolo Machiavelli

Light Boxes, Shane Jones

The Shallows, Nicholas Carr

How To Get Filthy Rich In Rising 
Asia, Mohsin Hamid

Command & Control, Eric 
Schlosser

The Alienist, Caleb Carr

Poetry As Insurgent Art, Lawrence 
Ferlinghetti

Selling To The VP of NO, Dave 
Gray

Einstein, Walter Isaacson

Steve Jobs, Walter Isaacson

Introducing Quantum Theory, J.P. 
McEvoy & Oscar Zárate

Relativity, Albert Einstein

Illusions, Richard Bach

Daring Greatly, Brene Brown

In addition to books I have also 
enjoyed a weekly newspaper in 
The Economist and a few issues 
of The Travel Almanac. 



When I visited Dave Gray in St. 
Louis, MO, November 2013, he 
told me that he wanted to write 
passages from various religious 
texts. I wanted to do something 
like it so I picked one of my 
favorite paradoxical passages 
from the bible and wrote it out. 
Brooklyn, NY
December, 2013



Brooklyn, NY
December, 2013



I baked loaf #214 
this year



2014
Looking ahead



Don’t be dismayed 
by good-byes. 
A farewell is 
necessary 
before you can 
meet again. And 
meeting again, 
after moments 
or lifetimes, is 
certain for those 
who are friends.

From Illusions, Richard Bach



Thank you for being part 
of my incredible life. 
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